
A REPORT ON THE LEARNING BY LISTENING THROUGH THE RADIO PROGRAME-MADINA 
TONKO LIMBA/BRAMAIA CHIEFDOMS SPONSORED BY HELPMADINA UK
 

Dear Dr. Rohit,

Peace be  with you all our friends. Today marks the second day of the second week of our 
Learning by Listening through the Radio programe generously and with humilty sponsored by 
HelpMadina UK.

This awaited and brain thirsting food for the thousands of children in Madina and its environs 
begun on Monday January 19th 2015. The community radio-Radio Cat Bar-Ming 106.8 is the 
coummunication center for our beautiful programe. It's staff have been cooperating and wonderful. 
Meet our committed teaching and learning through the radio programe staff. They are: 

1. Nursery and Classes 1, 2 and 3
- Mrs. Mary Young and Mrs. Frances Kargbo
- Mrs. Janet Y. Samura and Miss Aminata Bangura
- Mr. Joseph Conteh

2. Classes 4, 5 and 6
- Mr. Sam Bangura
- Mr. Alusine Kargbo
- Mr. Joseph A. B. Kabba

Courtesy of an extract Nigerian Famous Kids Club music well liked piece of music by children 
titled, 'Mummy and Daddy if you send me to school, I will build you a house, I will buy you a car, I 
will buy clothes and shoes for you.." athems the week days learning programe.

Last week's educational programe was well done by nine volunteer teachers named above. The  
selection of some of the best teachers was from the different primary schools in Madina. Before 
this exercise, some members of the HelpMadina with the help of Father Henry reached a handful 
of villages in the Tonko Limba and Bramaia chiefdoms and shared educational material(pens, 
pencils and exercise books and radios to school children and teachers. Every school going kid 
received a pen or pencil and an exercise book at least. A radio is entrusted to a teacher(who 
signed for it). The children are informed that the best-one who has been regular, punctual at the 
lessons, doing assignments till the three months programe ends will receive the radio being used 
as his or her reward for participation. Children have been very enthusiastic and happy to 
participate.

Last saturday 24th January, the participating teachers with few members of the HelpMadina team 
met at the mission compound Madina to evaluate the past week's work and to do presentation the 
following week, which is this week, second week. The demonstration lessons were done in the 
presence of the Chairperson Father Henry Magbity(Chairman) for HelpMadina Sierra Leone. This 
was to certify a clarity and to help the children understand better what they will be taught.
In the next letter I shall share the observations of the Teachins of the FIRST WEEK.
 
Best Wishes,
Father Henry Magbity(Coordinator)


